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Abstract

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is associated with chronic inflammation, and mesenchymal stromal cells

(MSCs) have been shown to provide pain relief and reparative effects in clinical investiga-

tions. MSCs are often delivered with hyaluronic acid (HA), although the combined mecha-

nism of action is not fully understood; we thus investigated the immunomodulatory effects of

combining MSCs with different molecular weights (MW) of HA.

Methods

HAs with MWs of 1.6 MDa (hHA), 150 kDa or 7.5 kDa, were added to MSCs alone or MSC-

immune cell co-cultures. Gene expression analyses, flow cytometry and cytokine measure-

ments were assessed to determine the effect of HAs on the MSC interactions with immune

cells.

Results

MSCs in the presence of HAs, in both normal and lymphocyte-conditioned medium, showed

negligible changes in gene expression. While addition of hHA resulted in increased prolifer-

ation of activated lymphocytes, both in the presence and absence of MSCs, the overall

combined effect was a more regulated, homeostatic one; this was supported by higher

ratios of secreted IL10/IFNγ and IL10/IL2, in lymphocyte cultures, than with lower MWHAs

or no HA, both in the presence and absence of MSCs. In addition, examination of mono-

cyte-derived macrophages showed an increased M2 macrophage frequency (CD14

+CD163+CD206+) in the presence of hHA, both with and without MSCs.
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Conclusions

hHA produces a less pro-inflammatory environment than lower MWHAs. Moreover, com-

bining hHA with MSCs has an additive effect on the MSC-mediated immunomodulation,

suggestive of a more potent combination treatment modality for OA.

Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive degenerative joint disorder, in which chronic inflamma-
tion plays an important role [1–3]. OA has the highest prevalence among arthritis types, with
about 12% of the senior US population suffering from symptomatic knee OA [4]. Given the
limited intrinsic healing capacity of cartilage, treatment options of osteoarthritis (OA) are typi-
cally limited to symptom alleviation rather than disease modification: including pain manage-
ment, exercise and intra-articular hyaluronic acid (HA) injections [5].

HA therapy of OA can increase synovial fluid viscosity and may reduce pain [6,7]. However,
the overall effect of HA (without considering MW, concentration or volume) based on com-
parisons with saline infusions, show small differences in ameliorating pain [7]. The relation-
ship between MWs of HA and efficacy is inconclusive [7], although it appears that native high
MWHAs (MW 800–1500 kDa) may provide better outcomes [8–11].

Given that the only definitive treatment for OA is prosthetic joint replacement with its
attending morbidities [12], there is an unmet medical need to develop novel, disease-modifying
therapies. One potential therapy is the use of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), which is cur-
rently under extensive investigation, with 12 completed and 13 ongoing clinical trials [13–20].
In a number of animal models [21–26] the reparative effects of MSCs have also been
demonstrated.

MSCs and HA have been used in combination in 5 out of 25 clinical trials where OA is
treated with MSCs [13–20], but it is unclear whether this combination results in an improved
therapeutic effect over HA or MSCs alone. Results from OA animal models treated with MSCs
and HA combined are unclear: with evidence of additive, neutral or even negative effects
[21,24,25].

There are no measurable effects of native, non- crosslinked, HA of different MWs in solu-
tion on MSC chondrogenesis [27]. Equally, little is known about how HAs may affect the
immunomodulatory capacity of MSCs, likely an important therapeutic property of MSCs for
OA [1]. In this paper, we systematically investigate for the first time the effect of different
MWs of HA on the immunomodulatory capacity of MSCs. Different MWs of HA were tested,
as our hypothesis was that high MWHA would be more anti-inflammatory than lower MW
HAs, which increase the risk of OA progression [28]. The study objective was to determine
how different MWs of HAs would affect MSC interactions with peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs), T helper (Th) cells and macrophages. The expression of selected MSC tran-
scripts, involved in immunomodulation, trophic activity, angiogenesis, proliferation and chon-
drogenesis, was determined; the functional effects of HAs of different MWs were studied on
the MSC-mediated inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation, focusing on Th cells due to their
potential role in the progression of OA [1,3,29]. The effects of HAs on MSC interactions with
monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) were also investigated given that macrophages are
the most abundant immune cells in the OA synovium[1] and are involved in OA progression
[2]. To simulate an inflammatory environment, interferon γ (IFNγ) was added, which affects
MDMs [30,31], licenses MSCs [32] and is present in the OA synovial fluid [33]. For all
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experiments, MSCs and immune cells from healthy volunteers were used. There are no
reported differences in MSC immunomodulation [34] or PBMCs between healthy donors and
OA patients; and healthy samples provide a baseline that is comparable to published literature
(i.e. control groups lacking HA can be compared to published data [32,35–37]).

Materials and Methods

Reagents
Native HAs of 1.6 MDa (hHA), 150 kDa and 7.5 kDa HA, derived from Streptococcus Pyo-
genes, were obtained from Lifecore Biomedical (Chaska, MN). HAs were used at 500 μg/ml in
medium. IFNγ+ conditions contained 500 U/ml (25 ng/ml) of recombinant human IFNγ (US
Biological, Salem, MA).

Cell Isolation and Culture
The University Health Network Research Ethics Board approved the acquisition of human tis-
sues (bone marrow and blood, both acquired from consenting donors at Princess Margaret
Hospital): approval #s 06-446-CE and 14-7483-AE, respectively. All participants provided
written informed consent to participate in this study.

MSCs were acquired as previously described [38] from fresh bone marrow drawn from the
iliac crest of consenting donor volunteers, and expanded (up to passage 4–6) using MSC
growth medium: low glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS,
screened for MSC growth). MSCs were cryopreserved and thawed at least 3 days before the
start of an experiment.

PBMCs were isolated by density gradient centrifugation on Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences, Mississauga, Canada) from fresh blood samples. Monocytes were isolated by positive
magnetic selection of CD14+ cells (monocytes) from PBMCs, and CD4+ T (Th) cells were iso-
lated by negative selection from the CD14 negative population (Milteny Biotec, San Diego, CA).

Peripheral Blood Lymphocytes (PBL) and T Cell Proliferation Assays
PBMCs and Th cells were stained with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (Lifetechnologies,
Burlington, ON) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. 96-well plates were seeded
with 5, 10 or 20 x103 MSCs in MSC growth medium one day before adding 1x105 carboxyfluor-
escein succinimidyl ester-lymphocytes, with or without IFNγ or HAs, in complete medium:
RPMI1640 with L-glutamine (80%), DMEM (10%), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1X Penicillin-
Streptomycin and FBS (10%). Lymphocytes within PBMCs (PBLs) were activated with anti-
CD3 (OKT3) and anti-CD28a (CD28.2) antibodies (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) at 0.2 μg/ml
each. Dynabeads Human T-Activator CD3/CD28 (Lifetechnologies) were used to activate Th
cells. After 4 and 5 days, for Th cells and PBMCs respectively, cells in suspension were har-
vested and mixed with propidium iodide, and read using a FC500 flow cytometer (Beckman
Coulter, Mississauga, Ontario). Cell number was determined by algorithmic regression
accounting for both proliferation and viability.

T Regulatory Cell (Treg) Assay
156x103 resting Th cells were added to 24-well plates with or without 31x103 attached MSCs
(5:1 ratio [37]). All cultures were performed with complete medium, with or without IFNγ or
HAs. Cells were left in culture with no medium changes until flow cytometry characterization,
on day 6 after seeding.
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MSC-Monocyte Coculture
100x103 monocytes were added to 24-well plates with or without 31x103 attached MSCs (~3:1
ratio). Complete medium supplemented with 10 ng/ml of human granulocyte-macrophage col-
ony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ), with or without IFNγ or HAs,
was used. Four days later, both adherent and non-adherent cells were harvested for flow
cytometry characterization. TrypLE (Lifetechnologies) was used for adherent cell detachment.

Antibodies and Flow Cytometry
Cells were co-labeled with propidium iodide, to gate on viable populations. During data analy-
sis, MSCs were excluded from MDMs by CD90 positive cell exclusion, and from Th cells by
CD4 negative cell exclusion. Cells were characterized using a FC500 flow cytometer and ana-
lyzed on FlowJo (Treestar). Antibodies used were: FITC-CD4 (OKT4), PE-Cy7-CD14 (61D3),
PE-CD206 (19.2), PE-CD127 (eBioRDR5) and PE-Cy7-CD25 (BC96) (eBioscience);
FITC-CD163 (GHI/61) and APC-CD90 (5E10) (Biolegend, San Diego, CA).

Cytokine Detection
Interleukin (IL)10, IL2, IL12, IFNγ (Biolegend) and IL1 receptor antagonist (IL1RA) (Pepro-
Tech) were detected using ELISA kits according to the manufacturers’ recommendations. Con-
ditioned medium (CM) from activated Th cells and MDMs were harvested 4 days after
seeding. Cells were removed from the CM by centrifugation at 1000xg for 10 min before stor-
age at -80°C. Cytokine levels from activated Th cells were normalized to the number of viable
cells on day 4 to account for the different proliferation rates; this normalization was not
required for MDMs.

Gene Expression
MSC samples were incubated with HAs for 1, 4 and 24 hours, or with PBMC-CM (with or
without HAs for 4 hours), followed by RNA isolation and reverse transcription (RT) using the
High Capacity cDNA RT Kit (Lifetechnologies). Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using
the FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) and primer nucleotide
sequences (S1 Table). Relative expression levels were calculated using the 2-ΔΔCt method [39],
with Beta-2-Microglobulin (B2M) as housekeeping gene.

PBMC-CM was produced by activating the PBLs in PBMCs for 5 days, as described above.
Subsequently, PBMCs were washed and medium replaced with fresh complete medium and
allowed to incubate for 24 hours to produce CM, that was filtered (0.45 μm) and stored at
-80°C until use.

Study Design and Statistical Analyses
MSCs were isolated from the bone marrow of 3–4 healthy donors. PBMCs were isolated from
peripheral blood of 1 healthy independent donor unrelated to the MSC donors for the PBMC
and Th cell proliferation assays; and from 3 independent donors for the Treg induction and
monocyte experiments. The effect of 4 different MWs of HA (high, 150 kDa, 7.5 kDa, and no
HA) was the main variable assessed in the presence of two conditions: normal and IFNγ+ (or
PBMC-CM for gene expression analyses) (Fig 1). The effects of 4 MWs of HA under 2 different
conditions on the MSC immunomodulatory capacity were analyzed in the following in vitro
assays: 1) MSC gene expression analyses of 19 genes, PBL proliferation, Th cell proliferation
and cytokine secretion, Treg induction, MDM phenotype switch and cytokine secretion.
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Experiments were performed in triplicate or quadruplicate. As not much variability was
seen in proliferation assays, data from a single PBMC or Th cell donor was used for analytical
purposes; biological variation was accounted by using multiple MSC donors.

In Treg experiments, greater biological variability was observed in the Th cells vs. MSC
donors, so data is also reported from 3 independent Th cell donors.

In the MDM experiments, due to limitations in monocyte number, three independent
experiments, each with MSCs and monocytes from independent donors, were carried out to
account for biological variation in both monocytes and MSC populations.

All data are expressed as mean of replicates ± 95%CI from a representativeMSC donor; results
from additional MSCs donors are shown in the supporting figures. However, statistical analyses
were done on composite data from 3–4 MSCs donors, except for Tregs, where experiments were
analyzed independently due to contrasting results between Th cell donors. Gene expression analy-
ses were limited to a single MSC donor only when inflammatory conditions were used.

Fig 1. Overall experimental design. Legend of cell types shown on top. A) General experimental setup for MSC-immune cell interactions. A) Experimental
setup to analyze the effects of HAs on the gene expression of MSCs. B) Experimental setup to analyze the effects of HAs on the capacity of MSCs to inhibit
PBLs and Th cell proliferation, and to modulate Th cell activation (left); (right), the experimental setup to test the effects of HAs on the induction of Tregs by
MSCs. C) Experimental setup to assay the effects of HAs on the immunomodulatory role of MSCs on MDMs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.g001
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Statistical analyses were performed using generalized linear models with Gaussian distribu-
tion (S1 Equation) except for gene expression analyses. MSC donor sample variation was
adjusted within the analytical model by accounting for it as a fixed factor (accounting MSC
donor variability as a random factor using linear mixed-effect models showed no changes in
the results). Measurements of the separate samples per donor were regarded as correlated
observations. Treatments with 4 different HA values were considered fixed factors, and were
assessed in the presence of two conditions: normal and IFNγ+, also considered as fixed factors.
This allowed us to weigh donor-to-donor variability between MSCs from different donors and
other variables to decipher the immune effector-MSC interaction effects in the presence of dif-
ferent MWs of HA. The validity of this analysis was evaluated by visually verifying that the
residuals distribution had an approximate normal distribution and that there were no influenc-
ing outliers with a Cook’s value greater than 1. The qq plots of residuals were also verified. The
analyses were valid in each case.

Post-hoc comparisons were done using the Tukey test with Holm-Bonferroni correction
[Deducer [40] package for R. R Foundation, Vienna, Austria]. For gene expression the Student
T-test was employed, and the effects of HA were taken as statistically independent observa-
tions. A log-transformation was applied to all data before analyses to approach normal distri-
bution, in order to perform parametric tests, as non-parametric tests have little power with
small sample sets. P-values below 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

HA Has a Negligible Effect on the Expression of Selected Genes
MSCs from 3 independent donors were analyzed for changes in the levels of 19 selected tran-
scripts involved in HA signaling (CD44, TLR4, ICAM1, NFKBIA), immunomodulation
(COX2, IDO, TSG6, TGFβ, HGF, PD-L1 and PD-L2), trophic activity (HGF, IL6), angiogenesis
(VEGFA and CXCL8), proliferation (CYCLIND1), chondrogenesis (SOX9, ACAN, TGF-B),
joint lubrication (PRG4) and catabolism (MMP3). No significant change in MSC gene expres-
sion upon exposure to HAs of different MWs was seen at any of the tested times: 1 hour, 4
hours and 24 hours (S2 Fig). To further explore whether licensing MSCs, by exposure to an
inflammatory environment as in OA, would change the unresponsiveness to HAs, we exposed
MSCs (single donor) to both PBMC-CM and HAs of different MWs and did not see any HA-
mediated changes in gene expression although an effect of the inflammatory environment on
MSCs was apparent (Table 1).

MSC-Mediated Inhibition of PBL Proliferation Is Antagonized by hHA
hHA significantly increased the proliferation of activated PBLs (p<0.001 vs. lower MWHAs
and no HA). MSCs significantly decreased activated PBL proliferation as previously shown
[32], but combination with hHA resulted in higher PBL proliferation compared to no HA con-
trol (p = 0.009) (Fig 2). This effect was reproducible regardless of the presence of IFNγ
(p<0.001) (Fig 2C and 2D), changes in MSC donors, alterations in the MSC:PBMC ratio (from
1:20 to 1:5)(S4 Fig) or the pre-stimulation of MSCs with IFNγ or agonists of TLR3 or 4 (S5
Fig). Digestion of hHA dampened this pro-mitogeneic effect on PBLs (S6 Fig).

MSC-Mediated Inhibition of T Helper (Th) Cell Proliferation Is
Antagonized by hHA
As with activated PBLs, hHA alone resulted in an increased proliferation of activated purified
Th cells (p<0.001 vs. 7.5 kDa HA, and no HA conditions) (Fig 3A). Lower MWHA (150 kDa)
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also appeared to have a pro-mitogeneic effect, although to a lesser extent than hHA (p<0.001
vs. no HA condition). Combining hHA with MSCs resulted in an apparent decrease of MSC-
mediated inhibition of activated Th cell proliferation (p<0.001 vs. no HA condition). Addition
of IFNγ did not alter the pro-proliferative effect of hHA on MSC- Th cell interactions (Fig 3B).

hHA Shifts Microenvironment to a More Regulatory One
To further understand the effect of combining hHA with MSCs, the Th cell secretory profile
was analyzed by measuring levels of secreted IL10, IFNγ and IL2 to determine whether the
microenvironment produced was more or less inflammatory (Fig 3C). The levels of these cyto-
kines were negligible when measured in CM fromMSCs alone or resting Th cells, indicating
that activation of Th cells is required for the abundant secretion of these cytokines.

IL10 secretion, a known anti-inflammatory cytokine, was higher in the presence of MSCs
than in their absence (p<0.001), even in the presence of IFNγ (Fig 3C top). Combining HAs of
different MWs with MSCs increased the IL10 secretion even more, compared to the absence of
HA (p<0.001 for all HAs vs. no HA condition). This HA effect on IL10 secretion was largely
preserved even upon addition of IFNγ (p = 0.001 for hHA and p = 0.044 for 150 kDa HA vs. no
HA condition), suggestive of an anti-inflammatory effect when HAs are combined with MSCs.

Table 1. Effect of HAs on the expression of selected MSC transcripts (fold change relative to no HA control).

Transcript 1.6 MDa HA 150 kDa HA 7.5kDa HA no HA 1.6 MDa HA
+PBMC-CM

150 kDa HA
+PBMC-CM

7.5 kDa HA
+PBMC-CM

no HA
+PBMC-CM

CD44 1.2 ±0.2 1.1 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1

IL6 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.3 2.1 ±0.2†† 2.3 ±0.2††† 2.3 ±0.3†† 1.6 ±0.9

COX2 0.7 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.4 0.7 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1

SOX9 0.9 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1

PRG4 0.9 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.3

TLR4 1.1 ±0.0 0.9 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.5 1.0 ±0.0 0.9 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1

ICAM1 1.2 ±0.2 1.1 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.1 18.0 ±2.3††† 17.2 ±2.6††† 17.9 ±2.0††† 17.8 ±3.0†††

CYCLIND1 1.4 ±0.1 1.1 ±0.2 1.2 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.4 1.1 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.1

NFKBIA 1.3 ±0.4 1.3 ±0.5 1.2 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.1 1.5 ±0.2 1.4 ±0.2 1.4 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.2

CXCL8 0.4 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.0 0.5 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.7 5.0 ±0.5††† 5.1 ±1.0††† 5.1 ±0.7††† 4.9 ±1.0†††

MMP3 1.0 ±0.4 0.8 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.1 1.1 ±0.4 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.6

ACAN 1.1 ±0.1 1.3 ±0.6 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.2 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1

VEGFA 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.2 0.6 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.1†† 0.6 ±0.0† 0.7 ±0.1†††

PDL1 0.7 ±0.4 0.7 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.4 1.0 ±0.7 1.4 ±0.2 1.5 ±0.5 1.5 ±0.5 1.6 ±0.6

PDL2 1.1 ±0.2 1.2 ±0.5 1.1 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 1.5 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.1 1.4 ±0.2 1.3 ±0.1

HGF 1.2 ±0.3 0.9 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.1 0.9 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.2

TGF-B 1.2 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.1 0.8 ±0.0†† 0.8 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1†† 0.9 ±0.2

TSG-6 1.0 ±0.1 1.0 ±0.1 1.1 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.0†† 0.7 ±0.0† 0.8 ±0.1†† 0.8 ±0.0

IDO a - - - - +††† +††† +††† +†††

Expression is shown as mean± 95% CI of three experimental replicates from a representative MSC sample after 4 hours of exposure to HA. Relative

transcript expression was also normalized to the expression of B2M. Highlights:
†<0.05;
††<0.01 and
††† <0.001 relative to similar counterpart without PBMC-conditioned medium (CM).
a Shown as + and - expression, no effects from HA when expressed.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.t001
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Levels of secreted IFNγ (Fig 3C middle), a pro-inflammatory cytokine, were lower upon
addition of MSCs in all conditions compared to cultures without MSCs (normal, p = 0.007,
and IFNγ+, p = 0.002). Adding hHA decreased the levels of secreted IFNγ in the absence of
MSCs and in IFNγ-supplemented conditions with MSCs, suggestive of an anti-inflammatory
role for hHA.

Secreted IL2 (Fig 3C bottom), a pro-mitogeneic inflammatory cytokine, was higher in all
cultures with MSCs (p<0.001 vs. conditions without MSCs). Combining hHA with MSCs
decreased IL2 secretion, compared to lower MWHAs, in all conditions tested (p<0.001 for
hHA vs. 7.5kDa and 150 kDa HA conditions).

Overall, combining hHA with MSCs increased both the ratios of secreted IL10/IFNγ and
IL10/IL2 (p<0.001 vs. no HA conditions) (Fig 3D), surrogate measures of regulatory vs. Th1

Fig 2. Effect of different MWs of HA on the MSC-mediated inhibition of PBL proliferation. (A) and (C)
representative histograms of carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) fluorescence. Lines: Black solid
line, hHA; black dashed line, 150 kDa HA; black dotted line, 7.5 kDa HA; and gray solid line, no HA. Gray
shaded histogram represents resting PBMC control. (B) and (D) PBL proliferation from the whole PBMC
population. (A) and (B), normal conditions. (C) and (D), IFNγ-supplemented conditions. Solid filled bars stand
for hHA; hatched bars, 150 kDa HA; dotted bars, 7.5 kDa HA and empty bars, no HA. Black color, normal
conditions and gray color with red frame, IFNγ-supplemented conditions. All data shown is from one
representative MSC donor; additional data from three other donors and at different PBMC:MSC ratios are
shown in S4 Fig. Error bars represent 95% CI. Statistical differences in the presence of MSCs account for
MSCs from 4 donors, each tested in triplicate. Statistical differences in the absence of MSCs account for
PBMCs from one donor tested in quadruplicate. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and ***<0.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.g002
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Fig 3. Effect of different MWs of HA on the interaction of MSCs and Th cells. Proliferation of Th cells, in
the presence or absence of MSCs, without (A), and with IFNγ supplementation (B). (C) IL10, IFNγ and IL2
secreted levels in medium from activated Th cells with or without MSCs, and with or without IFNγ
supplementation. (D) Ratios of secreted IL10/IFNγ, IL10/IL2. Solid filled bars stand for hHA; hatched bars,
150 kDa HA; dotted bars, 7.5 kDa HA and empty bars, no HA. Black color, normal conditions and gray color
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responses. The IL10/IFNγ ratio was higher in all cultures with MSCs (p<0.001 vs. without
MSCs), confirming the immunomodulatory effect of MSCs. Importantly, adding hHA to
MSCs increased this ratio in all conditions (p<0.001 vs. no HA conditions). Additionally, the
IL10/IL2 ratio was increased by hHA, compared to lower MWHAs in all conditions tested
(p<0.001 vs. 7.5 kDa and p = 0.003 vs. 150 kDa in normal conditions with MSCs; and p<0.001
vs. 7.5 kDa and 150 kDa HA in normal condition without MSCs; p<0.001 vs. 7.5 kDa HA and
150 kDa HA in IFNγ+ conditions with MSCs; p = 0.004 vs. 7.5 kDa HA and p<0.001 vs. 150
kDa HA in IFNγ+ conditions without MSCs).

hHA Does Not Decrease T Regulatory Cells (Tregs) Frequency
Changes in the frequency of Tregs (CD4+CD25+CD127low [41]) were analyzed to further
characterize hHA- and MSC-mediated effects on Th cells. MSCs were co-cultured with resting
Th cells, thereby excluding other PBMC subpopulations. As expected, addition of MSCs led to
an increased frequency of Tregs, with a reproducible effect between MSC samples from differ-
ent donors (Fig 4A). Combining hHA with MSCs appeared to have a PBMC donor-specific
effect: in one donor the combination increased the frequency of induced Tregs (p = 0.002 vs.
no HA condition) (Fig 4B) and in another donor, it had no effect (Fig 4A, S8 Fig). Data on an
effect of hHA (p = 0.089 vs. 150 kDa HA condition) on Treg frequency in the absence of MSCs
is included for sake of completeness (S8 Fig). Conversely, lower MWHAs when combined
with MSCs did not affect the frequency of Tregs (p = 0.164 and p = 1.00 for 7.5 kDa and 150
kDa HA, respectively, vs. no HA conditions) (Fig 4B). IFNγ had no effect on Treg frequency
with or without HAs, although it dampened any potentiating effect of hHA when combined
with MSCs (p = 0.565 for hHA vs. no HA conditions with IFNγ) (Fig 4B).

with red frame, IFNγ-supplemented conditions. All data shown is from one representative MSC donor;
additional data from three other donors shown in S7 Fig. Statistical differences in the presence of MSCs
account for MSCs from 4 donors, each tested in triplicate. Statistical differences in the absence of MSCs
account for Th cells from one donor tested in quadruplicate. Error bars represent 95% CI. * p<0.05, **
p<0.01 and ***<0.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.g003

Fig 4. Effect of different MWs of HA on the MSC-mediated induction of Tregs. Frequency of Tregs (CD25+CD127-) within CD4+ T cells is shown (A, B).
A) Effect of MSC donor-to-donor variability and different MWs of HA on Treg frequency. B) Effect of IFNγ-supplemented conditions on the Treg ratio from
CD4+ T cells when MSCs and/or HAs are present. (A) and (B) show data from two separate experiments; normal conditions are shown in (B) for comparison
purposes with IFNγ- supplemented conditions. Solid filled bars stand for hHA; hatched bars, 150 kDa HA; dotted bars, 7.5 kDa HA and empty bars, no HA.
Black color, normal conditions and gray color with red frame, IFNγ-supplemented conditions. Each bar indicates the mean of triplicates replicates fromMSCs
or Th cell from one donor. Error bars represent 95% CI. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and ***<0.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.g004
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Combining hHA with MSCs Potentiates the Induction of the M2
Monocyte-Derived Macrophage (MDM) Phenotype
Monocytes were induced to differentiate toward the macrophage phenotype with GM-CSF in
the presence of combinations of different MWs of HAs with MSCs (Fig 1D). The surface phe-
notype of M2-MDMs was defined as CD14+CD206+CD163+ [35,36,42]. Under normal and
IFNγ-supplemented conditions, adding MSCs increased the frequency of M2-MDMs com-
pared to the absence of MSCs (p<0.001) (Fig 5A and 5B). Combining hHA with MSCs further
increased this M2-MDMs frequency in both normal and IFNγ-supplemented conditions
(p<0.001 vs. no HA conditions for both). Indeed, hHA alone increased the frequency of
M2-MDMs in monocyte monocultures (p<0.001 vs. no HA conditions).

Cell surface antigen expression of CD163 (Fig 5C) was upregulated when MSCs were pres-
ent compared to absence of MSCs (p<0.001). Adding hHA increased CD163 expression rela-
tive to no HA controls, especially in the presence of MSCs (p<0.001).

The microenvironment of MDMs was influenced by the presence of MSCs: levels of MDM-
secreted IL10 were increased (p<0.001 vs. conditions without MSCs), confirming their immu-
nomodulatory properties. Addition of IFNγ dampened this MSC-mediated increase (p<0.014
vs. conditions without MSCs). In contrast to the increase in the frequency of M2-MDMs, the
combination of hHA with MSCs did not increase IL10 secretion (Fig 5D).

hHA also had no clear effect on IL1RA secretion. Low MWHAs inhibited the increase of
IL1RA resulting from the addition of MSCs under normal conditions. IFNγ supplementation
resulted in decreased MDM secreted IL1RA levels in the presence of MSCs (compared to con-
ditions without MSCs, p<0.001) (Fig 5F). Secreted IL12 was not detected under any condition.

Discussion
We systematically show for the first time that addition of native high MW of HA does not hin-
der, and in some measurements, improves the anti-inflammatory effects of MSCs. Fragments
of HA, ~19 disaccharides for 7.5 kDa HA, do not activate the pro-inflammatory NF-κB path-
way, as shown by the lack of up-regulation of NFKBIA [43] (Table 1, S2 Fig) compared to a
positive control (LPS) (S3 Fig). This is unlike other reports of the effects of very low MWHA
on chondrocytes [44,45] and thus suggests that MSCs can still exhibit anti-inflammatory
behavior upon encountering HA fragments, such as in OA synovial fluid [28].

Addition of hHA increased lymphocyte proliferation. This is consistent with the co-stimula-
tion of T cell proliferation upon CD44 crosslinking [46]. However, this contrasts with other
reports [47] where lower proliferation was reported in the presence of high MWHA. This may
be explained by a difference in the lymphocyte purification and activation approaches, and the
possible presence of endotoxin in the HA preparations used [48].

While higher T cell proliferation is suggestive of a potential pro-inflammatory role of hHA,
inconsistent with the historic use of HA (alone) for pain relief [6,7], a closer analysis showed
that the activated Th cell microenvironment in the combined presence of hHA and MSCs was
actually less inflammatory, with higher IL10/IFNγ and IL10/IL2 ratios (Fig 3D). In addition,
Treg induction, while variable between lymphocyte donors, could be increased by the combina-
tion of hHA with MSCs (Fig 4B), as shown before in the absence of MSCs and under activating
conditions [49]. While it is unknown whether Tregs could have a therapeutic effect in OA, they
can induce M2-macrophages when activated [50] and decrease the Th1 response in OA
[1,3,29].

hHA alone increased the frequency of M2-MDMs (Fig 5), and importantly had an additive
effect when combined with MSCs. This immunoregulatory effect on macrophages is highly rel-
evant to OA, as synovial macrophages are the most abundant immune cells in the OA
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Fig 5. Effect of different MWs of HA on MSC-mediated induction of M2 MDMs. (A) and (B) Frequency of
M2 MDMs within the whole MDM population. (C) mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) levels of CD163 from
whole MDM population. All data shown is from one representative experiment; additional data from 3 MSC
donors is shown in S9 Fig. (D) and (E) Levels of secreted IL10 and IL1RA as measured by ELISA. Solid filled
bars stand for hHA; hatched bars, 150 kDa HA; dotted bars, 7.5 kDa HA and empty bars, no HA. Black color,
normal conditions and gray color with red frame, IFNγ-supplemented conditions. Statistical differences
account for data from three independent experiments; each with MSCs and monocytes from different donors
in allogeneic co-cultures. Each bar indicates the mean of triplicates. Error bars represent 95% CI. * p<0.05,
** p<0.01 and ***<0.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0147868.g005
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synovium [1], and this suggests that combination therapies of MSC with hHA can modulate
their role in OA progression. Macrophages may contribute to OA development by secreting
metalloproteinases that destroy the cartilage matrix [2] and by inhibiting chondrogeneic differ-
entiation of cartilage progenitors [31]. In our experiments, MDMs, while not exactly synovial
macrophages, should mimic macrophages found in the OA environment, as they were induced
to differentiate by exposure of monocytes to GM-CSF (instead of M-CSF) which is present in
the OA synovium [51] and synovial fluid [33].

Levels of IFNγ in the OA joint tend to be approximately 200-fold lower [33] than our exper-
imental conditions; relatively high levels were chosen based on previous evidence for both
MSCs [32] and MDMs [30,31], and to assess the MSC- and HA-mediated effects under simpli-
fied pro-inflammatory conditions. While most experiments showed a consistent behavior
between normal and IFNγ+ conditions, there were some differences on the effects mediated by
MSCs: IFNγ decreased the levels of secreted IL1RA in MDM-MSC cocultures, and impaired
the MSC-mediated enhancement of IL10 secretion. Previously, IFNγ has been shown to impair
MDM-secretion of IL10 [30], but IFNγ also decreases IL1β secretion [52], suggesting that IFNγ
decreases both anti- and pro-inflammatory cytokines and is not necessarily impairing the MSC
mediated induction of the M2 phenotype.

All the MSCs transcripts analyzed remained unchanged when subjected to different MWs
of HA, indicating that the mechanism of action of the HA effects is not mediated directly
through MSCs. Additionally, the differential HA effects were unperturbed by TLR3/4-ligated
MSCs (S5 Fig). We hypothesize that the HA effects observed are mediated by Th cells and
MDMs; our data supports direct HA (alone) effects, particularly hHA, on both cell types. hHA
due to its size, is able to induce CD44 clustering, an effect that can be inhibited by HA frag-
ments [53], thus accounting for the differential effect of HAs of different MWs. This clustering
allows interactions with adjacent receptors, i.e. CD44 and CXCR4 [54], and is associated with
changes in the level of activation of the ERK1/2 pathway [53,54].

Our results support the suggestion that native high MWHAs (MW 800–1500 kDa) can pro-
vide better outcomes in the clinic [8–11]. In addition, high MWHAs have higher viscosities
and are eliminated more slowly than lower MWHAs from the joints [55,56], providing
increased biomechanical relief and prolonged interaction with joint components. High MW
HAs are almost impermeable to most membrane barriers such as the skin [57], but the cata-
bolic components within the joint eventually degrade HA allowing it to diffuse out. While
crosslinking HA creates larger molecules which are more resistant to degradation [58], thus
remaining longer within joints [56,59], our experiments were restricted to analyzing aqueous
solutions of different MWs of native HA. HA crosslinking can alter its properties [60] and
introduce confounding effects which would have prevented assessment of effects related to
changes in MW of HA alone.

These investigations are limited to in vitro analyses to systematically examine the effects of
combining human MSCs with HAs of different MWs on various immune subsets. It is thus
possible to elucidate the direct effects of MSCs on lymphocytes and MDMs, while excluding
other cell populations. Such analyses would not be possible in in vivomodels where confound-
ing immune rejection issues would be present when using human cells; and the use of animal
cells may not be representative of the human immunological milieu [61].

Using a systematic evaluation, we have shown the immunomodulatory effects of different
MWs of native HA in combination with MSCs on the function of lymphocytes and MDMs,
both of which are prevalent in OA joints. While hHA had a pro-mitogeneic effect on PBLs and
Th cells and dampened the anti-proliferative effect of MSCs, the overall effect including the
effect on Tregs, macrophages and the secreted microenvironment was an anti-inflammatory
one. Importantly, when combined with MSCs, hHA exhibits additive effects on inducing
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immune-effectors with a more regulatory profile, suggesting that a combination therapy may
be more beneficial for the treatment of OA.
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